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Introduction

Unfortunately, the part of the BGE api that controls the mist is broken currently. So, prompted by a
discussion thread, I started working on a mist 2D shader. And what do you know? It's finally at a
state where I consider it worth sharing.

Features:

• Three mist falloff types: Linear, Quadratic, Exponential. (Exponential is the nicest really)
•  Two mist clipping models: Plane, Sphere (Sphere is the one you want, Plane is the fastest

to compute)
•  Controllable Color, start distance, density etc.
•  Allows skyboxes

Unfortunately setting it up is a little harder than I'd like. It's a python script that requires some
properties on the object it's running from.

Setting Up

Most of the shader is contained in a single python script which can be found at the bottom of this
document. Unfortunately it isn't just a case of running it. There is a little bit more setup:

First  you have  to  put  the script  either  into  blenders  text  editor  or  in  the  python search  pathas
'mist.py' .Pretty much all the rest of the setup can be summed up in the following image:

So it is an always sensor is connected to a python module controller (running mist.start) which is
connected to a 2D filter actuator. Then there is a bank of properties. They are: R, G, B, dist, density,
model, clipping, fov, aspect, camNear, camFar, and enabled. All the properties are floats.

If you run the game engine, nothing will appear to have happened. This is expected.
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Controlling the Mist

To control this mist, you have to create a script. The full documentation is in a later section. This is
just a few examples of the main points.

A basic script is:

import mist

mist.setMistColor([0,1,0])
mist.setMistParameters(10, 0.04)
mist.enableMist()

This will set the mist color to green ([0,1,0]), with a start distance of 10 and a density of 0.04. By
default, setMistParameters will use exponential mist, hence the low density value. You may also
specify different model using:

import mist

mist.setMistColor([0,1,0])
mist.setMistParameters(10, 20, model=mist.MIST_LINEAR)
mist.enableMist()

This will create linear falloff mist that starts at 10 blender units and is 20 blender units deep.

You can toggle the mist back off with:

import mist

mist.disableMist()
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Tips and Hacks

Skyboxes

Many people want skyboxes as well as mist. Normally
in blender, one does this by unchecking the 'use mist'
checkbox  in  the  material  settings.  Unfortunately  this
mist  shader  can  not  respect  that  check  box.  The
workaround is to use a negative z-offset for the skybox
material. This makes the material appear further away
than the cameras  clipping distance,  which the shader
will not draw mist on.

There  is  no  disadvantage  that  I  can  find  to  having
arbitarily large numbers.

Note that this will also make this object draw behind
any  other  objects,  which  is  desireable  for  skyboxes,
though not for any other sort of object.
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Full Documentation

Module Constants:

Falloff Types:

The falloff type determines the rate at which objects get more misty. The most realistic looking is
exponential, as it most closely mirrors real-world mist. It is also the most expensive to compute

mist.MIST_LINEAR
mist.MIST_QUADRATIC
mist.MIST_EXPONENTIAL

Clipping Types:

The clipping determines the shape of the mist. A mist plane is fast to compute, and looks fine if
your mist has a low density (long falloff) and your camera has a small field of view. However, you
may notice with a mist plane that objects to the side of the camera are more visible than objects
directly in front. For this reason you may want to use a mist sphere.

mist.MIST_PLANE
mist.MIST_SPHERE

Functions:

mist.start(cont):

This function starts the mist service, and should be run a single time at game start. Whatever object
runs it must have game logic properties (floats) with the names:

• R
• G
• B
• dist
• density
• model
• clipping
• fov
• aspect
• camNear
• camFar
• enabled
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mist.enableMist():

Enables the mist. 

mist.disableMist():

Disables  the mist.  Note that  the shader  is  still  running,  but  is  simply piping the render  output
straight through to the output buffer with no alterations.

mist.setMistColor(rgba):

 Sets  the  mist  color  using  the  first  three  values  of  the iterable  in  the  order  rgb.  Also sets  the
background color within BGE. An alpha value can be included, though not necessary.

mist.getMistColor():

   Returns the current color of the mist as a list containing [r,g,b]

mist.setMistParameters(density,dist=0,model=MIST_EXPONENTIAL,
  clipping=MIST_SPHERE):

Sets the mists non-color parameters. Inputs:

• density – The thickness of the mist. For linear mist (MIST_LINEAR) this is the 'depth'
• dist (defaults to zero) – Mist offset from the camera position. Useful if you only want mist 

on the horizon.
• model (defaults to exponential) – The mist density model. Can be MIST_LINEAR, 

MIST_QUADRATIC or MIST_EXPONENTIAL.
• clipping (defaults to sphere) – The mists 'shape.' For more details, see the documentation on 

MIST_PLANE and MIST_SPHERE. 

mist.getMistParameters():

Returns the mists non-color parameters. Outputs as a list:

• density – The thickness of the mist. For linear mist (mist.MIST_LINEAR) this is the 'depth'
• dist – Mist offset from the camera position. Useful if you only want mist on the horizon.
• model – The mist density model. Compare with mist.MIST_LINEAR, 

mist.MIST_QUADRATIC or mist.MIST_EXPONENTIAL.
• clipping – The mists 'shape.' Compare with mist.MIST_PLANE and mist.MIST_SPHERE. 
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def update_camera_info():

Some components of the mist filter rely on things such as the aspect ratio and field of view of the
camera. This function updates the information sent to the shader using the current camera. Note that
all the setMist[thing] functions automatically run this. 

You probably  won't  need to  run  this  yourself,  unless  you change cameras  to  ones  with  vastly
different view angles.
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